Full-time IGCSE tutoring position in Monaco
Location:
Industry:
Job level:
Hours:
Contract:
Level:

Monaco
Education
Graduate
80-120 hours/month
Monaco – minimum 1 academic year (Sept – June inclusive), ideally 2
Undergraduate degree; Qualified Teacher Status/Postgraduate degree desirable.

Are you a dynamic, highly experienced and professional IB teacher/tutor interested in relocating to
Monaco to provide full time private support a 14-year-old Russian IB student?
Role
The student is starting her IGCSE syllabus and would like help to consolidate her knowledge of all
core subjects alongside her schooling. She is an engaging character and ambitious girl, but still needs
to develop independent study habits. Her English and Maths levels are stable, but her parents would
like her to become excellent in these subjects alongside Science, Geography etc. Each month would
have clear KPIs and regular meetings with parents and tuition agency, to ensure that goals are being
met and to discuss any points that arise.
Students tutoring support will be primarily related to:
•
•
•
•
•

Academic IGCSE subjects: general study support across all subjects will be necessary, but the
tutor must possess a broad and demonstrably excellent academic background.
SEN support: the student has been diagnosed with possible dyslexia and ADHD. Experience
working with SEN student is preferred.
Learning techniques: helping the student to organise, memorise and retain information.
Personal organisation and discipline: helping to instil strong independent work and
organisation habits, so that she is able to work independently in the future.
Personal wellbeing: there is an element of mentorship to this placement and the tutor
should offer guidance to the student as a developing young lady finding her feet in the
world.

Tuition will be intensive in the evenings after school and possibly on the weekends and holidays. The
arrangement is flexible, and the tutor should adapt to changes throughout the year.
Rewards
Competitive salary for 80-120 hours tutoring per month.
Accommodation possibly negotiable.
About you
Professional teaching/tutoring experience: the position requires a highly organised tutor with ideally
5+ years’ experience tutoring students at IGCSE and delivering consistently high results for students.
Strong IGCSE experience is mandatory and understanding of the IGCSE system and curriculum.

Personal skills: you must be dynamic and strongly empathetic to the human needs of your student
outside the academics and adjust your work accordingly.
Academic skills: An excellent degree from a prestigious university (Oxbridge preferred) is mandatory.
Strong academic record and tutoring experience required.
You must have ‘found your voice’ as a teacher and developed a distinctive teaching style that you
are able to articulate and discuss. We would like to know how you developed this style and how you
tailor it to different students.
Filter Questions
Do you have an Undergraduate degree?
Are you a qualified teacher (QTS) and/or do you have three or more years’ of tutoring/teaching
experience?
What has been your most challenging teaching experience?
Describe your most interesting student.
What is distinctive about how you tutor?

